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This Chronology and Overview of COVID-19 Events originally
appeared with additional details in the second printing of the book COVID19 and the Global Predators in November 2021. Starting soon after the
second printing, we began to continually add new materials to this
document on our website, www.breggin.com. We want to provide the
world with an increasingly comprehensive and updated timeline and
analysis of events leading up to and associated with COVID-19. The events
demonstrate how thoroughly the global predators successfully planned
nearly all the dismaying and oppressive “public health” and political
interventions that are threatening liberty throughout the world. For the
most through analysis of these events, read our book, COVID-19 and the
Global Predators, and then follow up with this continually updated
chronology and overview.
Items that can easily be located in the book will not receive endnotes.
1984: Anthony Fauci becomes Director of the National Institute for
Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), an institute of the National
Institutes of Health (NIH). Fauci seems very powerful, but we will find
that, in reality, he does not “call the shots.” Fauci’s longevity is not, and
could never be, due to his supposed role as an objective scientist. He is
neither objective nor a scientist. His longevity is due entirely to his
Machiavellian subservience to those who call the shots and his willingness
to use and abuse those over whom he has been given power.
If an individual takes independent actions at odds with or detrimental
to the interests of the dominant billionaires, global pharmaceutical
companies, tech companies, bankers, and so on, he cannot stay in charge
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of a government institute for multiple decades. Henchmen, like Fauci, are
rule followers, not rule makers like mafia captains or capos, they can be
domineering, cruel, and deadly within their own territory but the real and
ultimate power derives from the bosses.
March 1997: Ralph S. Baric, in the Department of Microbiology and
Immunology of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, engineers
a mouse hepatitis coronavirus to cross species to infect baby hamster cells. 1
NIH funds the gain-of-function research. The term “gain-of-function”
designates research that enables a virus to become more transmissible
(infectious) or pathogenic, including enabling it to jump from one species
to another or to cause an epidemic. We have proposed that most of this
research should be referred to as “gain-of-lethal-function.” This study is a
big step toward infecting humans with animal coronaviruses.
February 2000: Researchers from the NYS Department of Health in
Albany and the Institute of Virology in the Netherlands describe how
“Coronaviruses generally have a narrow host range, infecting one or just a
few species” and “One of the hallmarks of this family is that most of its
members exhibit a very strong degree of host species specificity, the
molecular basis of which is thought to reside in the particularity of the
interactions of individual viruses with their corresponding host cell
receptor.”2 This shows the unlikelihood of Fauci’s concern about an animal
coronavirus jumping to humans. However, the researchers manage to
“retarget” a mouse coronavirus to make it “cross the host cell species
barrier” into cat cells.3 In short, although it rarely happens in nature, in the
lab, an infectious mouse virus is turned into an infectious cat virus. This
project increases the risk of further spread should a mouse or cat escape to
infect other animals or people in society.
Although coronaviruses are not a high risk for jumping to human
beings, they are among the viruses most easily engineered in the lab by
humans to cross species. This relative ease of manipulating them is the
main reason researchers have always been so interested in them.
Coronaviruses are not a major threat to humans until humans make them
into pathogens.
June 22-23, 2001: “The Dark Winter exercise portrayed a fictional
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scenario depicting a covert smallpox attack on U.S. citizens.”4 It is an
extensive wargame by National Security Council in which Johns Hopkins
University (JHU) plays a role, the first of many activities led by JHU that
eventually display specific foreknowledge of the coming coronavirus
pandemic. “Dark Winter” is a precursor to the Pandemic Predictions and
Planning Events that start multiplying in 2017.
2002-4: SARS-CoV-1 appears in southern China in late 2002 and
spreads around the world. It is very lethal, killing nearly 800 out of 8,000
people infected worldwide, but is contained before causing cases in the
U.S.5 China immediately begins engineering the virus in its labs—
indicating it might have been able to engineer it originally from benign bat
viruses—but the origin of SARS-CoV-1 remains unknown. In 2004,
China’s virus lab in Beijing begins experiencing the first of several
accidental releases of variants of SARS-CoV with a limited number of
deaths.
2003-4: Six separate accidental lab contaminations in and around
China lead to persons infected with variants of SARS-CoV carrying them
from labs, sometimes infecting others. Four are from China’s Beijing Virus
Institute. We will eventually draw several key observations as we cut
through the enormous misinformation campaign by Fauci, Gates, WHO,
the Chinese Communists, and a large array of global predators:
1. No SARS-CoV has ever been found in nature.
2. Some “SARS-like” CoVs have been found in bats in caves, but it
takes enormous scientific and engineering efforts to convert them into
viruses that can infect animals and human cells—efforts that could no more
occur in nature than any other human engineering feat from building
artificial arms to programming computers. Converting SARS-like CoV
into pandemic SARS- CoV-2 was a colossal, scientific effort requiring
decades of work and billions of dollars. It could never be mimicked by
evolution.
3. The risk of SARS-CoV emergences from nature is miniscule and
hardly worth considering compared to the high risk of its intentional or
accidental release from one of the many labs containing them. Fauci and
his bosses, like Gates, from among the global predators have it backward:
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The danger is not from nature, but from the gain-of-function research
funded in part and wholly encouraged by Fauci and conducted in America,
China, and elsewhere.
April 17, 2003: Laboratories quickly became able to study and to work
with the virus, and a team of scientists submits the complete genome for a
strain of SARS-CoV-1 to the CDC.6
November 2003: There are now multiple lab studies supporting the
potential use of chloroquine and its derivative hydroxychloroquine for the
treatment of SARS-CoV, including in The Lancet, which provided
numerous citations.7 The papers demonstrate their mechanisms of action
for prevention and treatment in both cell cultures and in animals. The
safety of this already long-used drug is emphasized.
Seventeen years later, when the Emergency Use Authorization (EUA)
is applied to COVID-19 in order to fund vaccine research and to rush
through vaccine EUAs without the usual FDA approval requirements and
without financial risk to the drug companies, there will be a catch. The
EUA could not go into effect if safe and effective treatments were already
available. Therefore, this prior, intensive research confirming
hydroxychloroquine’s safety and potential effectiveness in SARS-CoV
infections was ignored or suppressed, and doctors were told that there were
no safe treatments. This fraudulent suppression of good treatments in order
to make the vaccine companies and their investors wealthier and more
powerful results in millions of deaths and the crushing of economies
throughout the Western world during COVID-19.
2006a: Research establishes that impaired or older vaccinated mice
challenged with SARS-CoV have potentially deadly reactions to the N
protein within the virus.8 Subsequent research will find that same problem
with the spike protein. Animal research will continue to establish this
deadly S protein risk right up to the time that the COVID-19 vaccines are
going through Operation Warp Speed in 2020.
2006b: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. The
International Finance Facility for Immunization, or IFFIm, is
established. The stated purpose is to enable poorer nations to obtain
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guaranteed inexpensive loans for purchasing vaccines through novel loan
arrangements involving the Bank of America and other funding sources.
However, these loans are connected to two predatory organizations, GAVI
and CEPI, both of which find ways to increase the markets of the
pharmaceutical industry. GAVI describes how it uses proceeds from the
bonds:9 “For Gavi, the proceeds of Vaccine Bonds help ensure predictable
funding and more efficient operations. In addition, Gavi can frontload funds
when necessary for rapid roll-out of new and underused vaccines. For
example, IFFIm funds enabled Gavi to stimulate country demand for the
five-in-one pentavalent vaccine, enlarging the size of the market, attracting
new manufacturers, and reducing prices.” The loans will cycle back into the
pharmaceutical industry and its investors.
December 2008: Vanderbilt and UNC under Ralph Baric synthesize a
“bat SARS-like coronavirus,” a “SARS-CoV,” that infects live mice and
“human ciliated airway epithelial cells” in the lab. 10 This breakthrough
receives little attention in the media, but it is a turning point. Starting with
a harmless bat virus and an added spike protein, they make a SARS-CoV
capable of infecting live mice and human lung cells. That human antibodies
attack this virus in the living mice and the human epithelium probably
inspires the global predators. They could make trillions of dollars on
vaccines while enforcing their authoritarian control. It all depends on a
COVID-19 pandemic coming along.
2009: Moderna is founded with the aim of making mRNA vaccines.11
Despite no products or income, investors pour in money. Two tantalizing
quotes in technical language show what a dangerous and highly
experimental product Moderna is making. In 2012, a scientific report in
PLOS ONE finds:
These SARS-CoV vaccines all induced antibody protection
against infection with SARS-CoV. However, challenge of
mice given any of the vaccines led to occurrence of Thetype [sic] immunopathology suggesting hypersensitivity to
SARS-CoV components was induced. Caution in
proceeding to application of a SARS-CoV vaccine in
humans is indicated.12
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A financial analysis in April 2021 notes, retrospectively:
Moderna’s technology platform inserts synthetic
nucleoside- modified mRNA (modRNA) into human cells
using a coating of lipid nanoparticles. This mRNA then
reprograms the cells to prompt immune responses. It is a
novel technique, abandoned by other manufacturers due to
concerns about the toxicity of lipid nanoparticles at high or
frequent doses.13 (Italics added.)
January 2010: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. Bill and
Melinda Gates call for the next ten years to be the Decade of Vaccines. 14
May 2010: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. Almost a
decade before COVID-19, the Rockefeller Foundation publishes a future
pandemic scenario in a business investment-oriented, 53-page booklet,
Scenarios for the Future of Technology and International Development. 15
The first “Scenario Narrative” in the booklet is called “Lock Step: A World
of tighter top- down government control and more authoritarian leadership,
with limited innovation and growing citizen pushbacks.” The opening line
is, “In 2012, the pandemic that the world had been anticipating for years
finally hit.”
The only real regret displayed about the pandemic is the lack of
investment opportunity. Despite dozens or more suggestive scientific
articles, especially in 2008, the idea of a coronavirus pandemic and
expensive vaccines with unlimited profit opportunities had not yet been
imagined by these futurists. Nonetheless, the advantages of a “Lock Step,”
“top-down,” and “authoritarian” government are already explored and
celebrated and seen as permanent after the next coming pandemic.
December 2, 2010: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event.
From the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation:
New York: The World Health Organization (WHO),
UNICEF, the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases (NIAID), and the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation have announced a collaboration to increase
coordination across the international vaccine community to
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create a Global Vaccine Action Plan.16
The Leadership Council is reintroduced with Dr. Margaret Chan,
Director General of WHO at the top, followed by Anthony Fauci of NIAID
among the five elite internationals. This document confirms that Fauci was
working with Bill Gates going back to December 2010 on making the
overall plans for the coming pandemic and the outrageous pushing of
unsafe vaccines on the world.
Ginger Breggin points out, “That’s planning. Gates announces the
decade of the vaccines at the beginning of 2010 and fulfills his wildest
ambitions in 2020.”
September 2011: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. The
United Nations passes Resolution 2030, calling for governments and
international corporations to collaborate under the U.N. to pursue a huge
variety of “progressive aims.” No mention is made of fighting authoritarian
or totalitarian governments or spreading personal freedom and political
liberty. Resolution 2030 becomes the model for the Great Reset, although
without U.N. governance. The document mentions vaccines three separate
times. Presaging the Great Reset, the U.N. calls for making vaccines
universally free while simultaneously protecting corporations from
“financial risk” or losses:
Achieve universal health coverage, including financial risk
protection, access to quality essential health-care services,
and access to safe, effective, quality, and affordable
essential medicines and vaccines for all.17
September 21, 2011: A research article supported by Fauci’s NIAID
and the University of North Carolina, with Baric’s name on it, reconfirms
and illustrates important problems associated with gain-of-function
research with coronaviruses:18 (1) It begins by repeating the falsehood that
there are many SARS-CoV viruses in animal reservoirs waiting to emerge,
necessitating investments in research: “Severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus (SARS-CoV) is an important emerging virus that is highly
pathogenic in aged populations and is maintained with great diversity in
zoonotic reservoirs”; (2) It makes clear that they already have created
numerous pathogenic variations on the original SARS-CoV-1, because
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they are using them in their experiments. It also verifies two serious
problems with SARS-CoV vaccines: Vaccines made for one variant of
SARS-CoV are not effective for others and aged vaccinated mice exposed
to SARS-CoV are not protected and instead are vulnerable to human-like
severe immune reactions. The spike protein is the source of the problem:
“Importantly, aged animals displayed increased eosinophilic immune
pathology in the lungs and were not protected against significant virus
replication” and “When challenged with zoonotic and human chimeric
SARS-CoV incorporating variant spike glycoproteins, the aged BALB/c
mouse model reproduces severe lung damage associated with human
disease, including diffuse alveolar damage, hyaline membrane formation,
and death.”
Like COVID-19 itself, deaths from the vaccines, especially in older
vaccinated people challenged with SARS-CoV-2, were predicted and
seemingly planned from the beginning. The lethal capacity is built into the
spike protein for all mRNA and DNA vaccines to force the cells in the
human body to make innumerable exact copies of the SARS-CoV-2 spike
protein, poisoning the body from the inside out. Research on animals
continues to confirm this deadly effect even after the vaccines are going
into production with Operation Warp Speed (see September 9, 2020, entry
regarding Wen Shi Lee et al. in Nature Microbiology.)
September 2012: A review article warns against starting research on
humans with mRNA vaccines, in part because animals given the vaccines
can become more ill than expected and even die when they are later
exposed to a SARS-CoV lab-engineered virus.
September 2013: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. NIH
awards $10,000,000 to Baric and UNC to study and manipulate “highly
pathogenic human respiratory and systemic viruses which cause acute
and chronic life-threatening disease outcomes.” Baric says the “focus”
would be on “highly pathogenic coronavirus infections, using SARSCoV and MERS- CoV as models.”19
October 2014: On White House stationery, President Barack Obama
calls for a moratorium on gain-of-function research that manipulates
animal viruses to increase their capacity to infect and harm other species,
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including humans. Fauci will ignore and work around this prohibition. In
particular, he never stops funding the single most important and most
dangerous gain-of- function research by Menachery at the University of
North Carolina, which Fauci funds to this very day through EcoHealth
Alliance.20
2015a: Fauci approves China’s first-ever Bio-safety Level-4 (BSL4) lab at the Wuhan Institute of Virology to facilitate giving money to
Wuhan scientists for gain-of-function research.
2015b: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. Bill Gates is by
now investing in the RNA vaccine industry.21
2015c: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. Reports in May
2021 confirm the obvious. In 2015, Chinese Communists are discussing
among themselves the use of coronaviruses as biological weapons with
observations about the acute and permanent fear and disability that they
would create.22 Biological warfare experts in the U.S. are likely doing the
same thing. The likelihood should be taken for granted, especially since
DARPA is openly funding U.S. coronavirus research.
2015d: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. Bill Gates
conceives of the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations
(CEPI) in 201523 and funds it through the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation. Gates begins organizing a worldwide alliance to finance and
coordinate the development of new vaccines to make a financial killing and
to reorganize and basically control world governance in the coming
pandemic.
Klaus Schwab and his World Economic Forum (WEF) is another
founder. He works closely with Gates and will, in 2020, unveil the Great
Reset. The Great Reset will become the mantra for Bill Gates, Joe Biden,
John Kerry, China, and other globalists seeking to subdue the independent,
patriotic, freedom-oriented America First movement.
Wellcome Trust, a British “charitable” trust, is another CEPI founder.
Based on pharmaceutical industry funding and focused on the health arena,
it is one of the largest charities in the world.
The Government of India is another founder, followed by Germany
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and Japan—which completes the fusion between huge corporations, giant
“philanthropic” organizations, and very big government.
In 2017, WHO will join and become the announced scientific arbiter for
all CEPI activities, which ties the pandemic planning program to both the
United Nations and, most importantly, to Communist China, which controls
WHO. See three additional entries in this Chronology and Overview: January
18, 2017; January 24 and March 2017; and July 21, 2017.
This CEPI coalition will control the unfolding of COVID-19 and the
Great Reset—although they will be joined by innumerable billionaires,
corporations, philanthropic groups, and governments and their agencies.
Anthony Fauci, a member of Bill Gates’ small, elite vaccine Advisory
Council, will be one of Bill Gates’ leading implementers of the program.
January 26-27, 2015: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event.
“At the Berlin Pledging Conference 2015, the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation announces USD 1.55 billion for Gavi’s next 2016-2025 strategic
period.”24 Gavi is the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization, and,
like many of the Gates’ ventures, has been criticized for representing the
interests of the pharmaceutical companies.25 It is a corporate-government
fusion that bypasses the decision-making process of a democratic republic
in favor of global predatory planners. It is what will later be called the Great
Reset. These large, organized investments in vaccines are taking place five
years before COVID-19.
April 2015: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. Bill Gates
gives a famous TED Talk explaining that if anything is going to kill 10
million people worldwide, it’s a virus.26 His affect has a touch of grim humor
that some people find shocking.
December 2015: Vineet Menachery and Ralph Baric at the University
of North Carolina make the great breakthrough.27 They transform innocuous
bat coronaviruses into epidemic SARS-CoV pathogens that infect live mice
and human lung tissue preparations. But something more threatening is
disclosed by the publication. With Fauci-funding, U.S. researchers are
collaborating with top Chinese scientists from the Wuhan Institute of
Virology, a Chinese Communist Party facility, now directed by the military’s
leading biological warfare specialist. Despite President Obama’s
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moratorium, Fauci has been continuing to fund both the American and the
Chinese researchers in this epitome of hugely dangerous gain-of-function
research. The research collaborations create at least two nightmare
scenarios: a major risk of the poorly managed Wuhan Institute accidentally
leaking one of its many man-made SARS-CoV pathogens and the certain
step of advancing the biological warfare capacity of the Chinese
Communist Party and its military.
January-November 2016: Pandemic and Predictions Planning
Event. CEPI: Preliminary Business Plan (see Chapter 15). The Big
Master Plan. Planning begins at least as early as January 2016 and it is
published in November 2016. It brings global predators together in one
organization essentially created by Bill Gates and Klaus Schwab, called
CEPI: The Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations. This fulfills
Gates’ ambition to run the financing of the coming pandemic within partner
Klaus Schwab’s concept of the Great Reset, fusing corporate/government
funding under the control of elite billionaires and hand-picked entities led by
Gates. The sole focus is developing highly remunerative new vaccines at
rapid speed with government support while bypassing FDA requirements—
everything Gates and CEPI get four years later during COVID-19,
including all drug company costs fully reimbursed (p. 38).
The corporate/government fusion is exemplified by BARDA and its
director Rick Bright’s early 2016 involvement in CEPI. BARDA is
mentioned 15 times and Rick Bright twice. Bright is on the Task Team for
Science and Regulation and also the CEPI Scientific Advisory Committee.
In 2020, he will help prevent President Trump from spoiling their plans by
releasing federal stockpiles of hydroxychloroquine. Other named CEPI
“partners” and key players include the FDA, NIH, NIAID, and WHO
(mentioned 72 times). Drug companies and other wealthy entities are the
CEPI backbone. Gates and his partners are leading a global governance above
all sovereign nations—except Communist China, to which they all defer.
February 2016: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. The
Wuhan Institute and other Chinese Communist sponsors announce an
international conference to be held on October 21-23, 2016, in Wuhan:
“Nature Conference: Viral Infection and Immune Response.”28 Many
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speakers are from the U.S., including two from NIAID. The first Session
Topic is “Epidemiology of emerging viral disease.” The brochure boasts
about the Wuhan Institute, “Pathogenic study of emerging infectious
diseases has become one of the major research fields. Great achievements
have been made in animal origin studies of Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome, coronavirus (SARS-CoV) and avian influenza viruses.”29
The Director of the Institute and two of her four deputies have extensive
university training in the United States in fields involved in gain-of-function
studies and biological warfare. One of the institute’s top three officials is
Changcai HE, Deputy Secretary of the Party at Wuhan Branch, 30 a highranking position in the Communist Party. When the pandemic surfaces in
January 2020, the Wuhan Institute will be directly taken over by the military.
March 14, 2016: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. The
prediction of a COVID-19 scenario gains scientific approval (but not
validity) from a follow-up article by Menachery et al. in the Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS). The article declares that the risk
of the spontaneous emergence of a SARS-CoV pandemic pathogen is now
more likely because the researchers have been able to make pathogens out
of harmless bat viruses in the lab. The theory is something like this: “I could
construct a plague out of an innocent virus, so now I expect nature to do it.”
May 2016: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. The
governing body of the World Health Organization (WHO) approves the
CEPI/ Bill Gates master plan for collaborating with WHO to control the
profits, organization, and governance of the coming pandemic (Chapter
15)—but WHO’s primary allegiance is to Communist China.
January 2017a: This is the year that Pandemic Predictions and
Planning Events explode in anticipation of a coming pandemic, often
identified as caused by a SARS-coronavirus.
January 2017b: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event.
Homeland Security publishes a 135-page grand plan for an interagency
response to “biological incidents.”31 The plan includes the application of the
Emergency Use Authorization (EUA).32
January 9, 2017: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event.
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President Barack Obama’s administration officially recommends lifting the
moratorium on gain-of-function (GOF) research and provides the necessary
steps to be taken:33 The recommendation is made by John Holdren, White
House Director of the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), also
known as the Science Czar. The American Report identifies Holdren as an
advocate of “massive-scale human population reduction measures such as
adding reproductive sterilization agents to food and water supplies and
enacting forced abortions in the United States.”34 President Obama’s Health
and Human Services (HHS) Director, responsible for authorizing and
implementing lifting of the GOF funding pause, is Sylvia Matthews Burwell,
“former President of the Global Development Program and Chief Operating
Officer of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.”35
President Obama takes action 11 days before Donald Trump takes office
and Trump is kept in the dark about it. 36 On the eve of their departure, the
Obama-Biden administration provides the authorizations needed for the
eventual re-funding of gain-of-function research by the U.S., enabling NIH
to finalize the details by the end of 2017. 37
We only learn of this as the book goes to press. It further confirms that
President Trump had nothing to do with the official resurrection of gain- offunction research. Meanwhile, Fauci had continued funding this highly
dangerous research that has caused many deadly virus escapes over the years
and done so despite President Obama’s moratorium. Lifting this ban was part
of the January 2017 Gates-led resurgence in developing vaccines.
January 10, 2017: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. Ten
days before President Trump’s inauguration, Fauci keynotes a Georgetown
University Conference on “Pandemic Preparedness in the Next
Administration.” Fauci unequivocally declares that President Trump will
“definitely” face a pandemic during his first term (Chapter 16). He expresses
his certainty several times during his talk. Fauci urges the development of the
corporate/government collaborations, characteristic of the future Great Reset.
The Harvard School of Public Health, which boasts of being founded in
close collaboration with the Chinese Communist government, is represented
by Ashish K. Jha MD. He, too, gives a talk expressing his anticipation of the
coming pandemic and advocates for a global response resembling a
combination of the Great Reset and Operation Warp Speed in a massive
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collaboration between business and government.
January 13, 2017a: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. The
FDA announces new guidelines for its Emergency Use Authorization
(EUA),38 originally passed by Congress in response to 9/11. The new FDA
regulations reinforce the high-speed development and production of
medications and vaccines in an epidemic, bypassing the FDA’s usual
safeguards and creating billion-dollar boondoggles for the drug companies
and their investors.
January 13, 2017b: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. A
White House planning meeting is held in which Obama Administration
officials brief the Trump Administration on preparations for a global
pandemic. Here is the description by the leader of the exercise:39
January 13, 2017, national security officials assembled in
the White House to chart a response to a global pandemic. A
new virus was spreading with alarming speed, causing global
transportation stoppages, supply-chain disruptions, and
plunging stock prices. With a vaccine many months away,
U.S. health-care infrastructure was severely strained.
No, I didn’t get that date wrong. This happened: it was part of
a transition exercise that outgoing officials from the
administration of President Barack Obama convened for the
benefit of the incoming team of President Donald Trump. As
Homeland Security and Counterterrorism Adviser to
President Obama, I led the exercise, in which my colleagues
and I sat side by side with the incoming national security
team to discuss the most pressing homeland security
concerns they would face.
January 20-24, 2017: Klaus Schwab holds his annual World Economic
Forum (WEF) at Davos in Switzerland, where there is concern that the U.S.
government under incoming President Trump with his America First
populist mandate will be much less docile and subservient in its relationship
with the Chinese Communist regime. In direct defiance of Trump, Schwab
invites China’s tyrannical dictator xi Jinping to give the keynote address in
which he is critical of America. Later, international economic and financial
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conferences run by Schwab and also by Michael Bloomberg will become
more antagonistic toward Trump’s America First policies and more fawning
over the Chinese Communist Party leaders.
January 18, 2017: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Events.
CEPI is officially unveiled in a press release from Schwab’s Davos location
as a “Global partnership launched to prevent epidemics with new vaccines.”40
New sources of support are added: “CEPI is supported by several leading
pharmaceutical companies with strength in vaccines – GSK, Merck,
Johnson & Johnson, Pfizer, Sanofi and Takeda, plus the Biotechnology
Innovation Organization.” From the beginning, all this planning has been
about making money from vaccines, along with imposing the government,
philanthropic, and corporate governance called the Great Reset.
The agenda also has that prevailing progressive veneer to it: “Just over a
year ago 193 states adopted the Sustainable Development Goals—the
roadmap for the future we want.”
January 24 and March 2017: Pandemic Predictions and Planning
Events. At Schwab’s Davos Conference and later in Schwab’s office at the
World Economic Forum, Bill Gates describes his preparations for an
inevitable, forthcoming pandemic (See Chapter 15). Gates unveils a new
fund called the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI). It
is founded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and announced by
Gates at Klaus Schwab’s 2017 World Economic Forum, which is a
cofounder. This confirms the vaccine boondoggle is closely linked to what
will become the totalitarian Great Reset popularized by Schwab.
CEPI will become a multibillion-dollar collaboration between large
private donors and corporations, the U.N., and national governments to
research and manufacture vaccines for the much-anticipated pandemic.
Empowered by the 2017 FDA guidelines for Emergency Use
Authorization, Gates describes the need for bypassing federal regulations
to produce vaccines in a process that takes “less than a year.” He mentions
Moderna as one of the key corporations already working on new platforms
for “novel” vaccines, which he describes as based on either “RNA” or
“DNA.”
In short, Bill Gates indicates in January 2017 that he has already
invented, invested in, and started implementing a project identical to what
will be “unveiled” as Operation Warp Speed three years later by President
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Trump and Fauci. Gates announces his preparations for a superspeed
vaccine project in the context of the corporate/governmental capitalism that
Schwab will popularize as the Great Reset. These plans will run roughshod
over any concern about democratic processes or liberty—the heart of
human progress.
Gates is not alone as a predator. Of the top American billionaires, all
but Larry Ellison, the founder of Oracle, seem eager to sell out America in
favor of China. Unfortunately, Ellison’s own Silicon Valley employees
reject his patriotism and concerns about China and oppose his politics. All
the top American corporations are desperate to keep growing their wealth
and power through unrestricted business with the Chinese Communists,
who are, in turn, conducting unrestricted warfare against America.
February 18, 2017: Pandemic Prediction and Planning Events. At
the Munich Security Conference, Bill Gates makes the following
predictions:41 “The next epidemic could originate on the computer screen
of a terrorist intent on using genetic engineering to create a synthetic
version of the smallpox virus... or a super contagious and deadly strain of
the flu.” “Whether it occurs by a quirk of nature or at the hand of a terrorist,
epidemiologists say a fast-moving airborne pathogen could kill more than
30 million people in less than a year. And they say there is a reasonable
probability the world will experience such an outbreak in the next 10 to 15
years.” (Italics added.)
He also spoke of the need for vaccines, explaining: “Most of the things
we need to do to protect against a naturally occurring pandemic are the same
things we must prepare for an intentional biological attack.”
March 2017: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. The Lancet
Infectious Diseases positions CEPI as the central funding and organizing
center for pandemic preparation.
July 21, 2017: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. In June
2021, we discover the master plan for CEPI, which more recently led to the
discovery of the original CEPI: Preliminary Business Plan (see Chronology,
January-November 2017 and Chapter 15). Interim CEO of CEPI, JohnArne Røttingen, presents an astonishing 21-page PowerPoint presentation to
the World Health Organization Association. 42 The document confirms and
strengthens all the points made in the book about the advanced planning,
including the enormous profits assigned to Bill Gates. A table gives a broad
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description of the global predators, leaving out only Communist China, who
works through WHO. CEPI describes how it will divide up the world with
WHO during the coming pandemic. Among the more than 20 large entities
described, only one person is mentioned, “Gates,” who will participate in
“Development/Licensure.” CEPI will take control over everything except
setting healthcare and scientific standards, which will be the task of WHO.
The plan springs a great deal from Gates’ inspiration and determination—
with no regard whatsoever that these plans are being made for all humanity
by people with no elected or appointed status to do so. It also continues to
be clear it’s all about making a fortune and increasing power and control
through vaccines.
October 2017: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. The
Johns Hopkins University (JHU) Bloomberg School of Public Health
releases an important in-depth projection on how to deal with a coming
“coronavirus” pandemic with vaccines. The title of the forecast plays on
SARS: The SPARS Pandemic, 2025-2028. The fictional vaccine, named
Corovax, plays on coronavirus. This is not the more famous Event 201,
which will be conducted live in October 2019 as a wargame against the
coronavirus. The Spars Pandemic puts more emphasis on pushing the
vaccines for the coronavirus—three years ahead of COVID-19.
December 8, 2017: Dr. Tal Zaks, Moderna’s Chief Medical Officer,
compares mRNA to a “line of code” in a computer program and declares
that, with the new mRNA vaccines used experimentally for cancer
treatment, “we are actually hacking the software of life.”43 Transhumanism
and vaccine technology unite.
March 20, 2018: A scientific review describes a huge upsurge in
mRNA vaccine research, ringing in “a new era in vaccinology.”44 A table
reveals that Moderna (an upstart born in 2010) is being funded by the Bill
& Melinda Gates Foundation, by DARPA, and by BARDA. DARPA does
“advanced research” for the Department of Defense. BARDA will become
the government agency for implementing Operation Warp Speed and the
giveaway of billions of dollars to pharmaceutical corporations in the style
of the Great Reset. The table also reveals that Gates is involved with
CureVac AG, which is in partnership with several other companies,
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including Johnson & Johnson. Cure Vac AG is supported by the Gates
brainchild, the investment fund CEPI, 45 and with other corporations,
creating a great tangle of complex business interests involving vaccines.
The scientific review warns that moving from animal to human
research has been stymied by two problems. One problem involves “rare
cases of severe injection site or systemic reactions” from mRNA, requiring
further preclinical and clinical studies into “systemic inflammation.” The
other problem is ineffectiveness in generating immunological responses in
humans. Individual scientific reports give an even more dismal picture.
Evidence mounts that the billionaires, drug companies, and government
agencies are making an enormously bad bet on mRNA vaccines, but the
commitment to and the momentum for marketing these dangerous,
experimental vaccines leaves no room for turning back.
April 27, 2018: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. Gates
gives an honorific address sponsored by the Massachusetts Medical
Society and the New England Journal of Medicine titled:46
Ring the Alarm: The next epidemic is coming.
Here’s how we can make sure we’re ready.
Gates describes the marshalling of forces that he, Fauci, and
others are in fact carrying out in anticipation of the seemingly
inevitable pandemic:
The world needs to prepare for pandemics the way the
military prepares for war. This includes simulations
and other preparedness exercises so we can better
understand how diseases will spread and how to deal
with things like quarantine and communications to
minimize panic.
October 2018. Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. The Johns
Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, Division of Health Security,
is the source of all JHU pandemic planning events. A terrifying book
titled Technologies to Address Global Catastrophic Biological Risks 47
describes developing projects for dealing with upcoming pandemic
threats, specifically including, but not exclusively, “SARS and MERS
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coronaviruses.” It is a blueprint for how to take control of society and
to enforce vaccines despite public opposition.
The Bloomberg School of Public Health book becomes chilling
when it goes on to advocate solutions that have been previously
ridiculed as conspiracy theories:
Self-Spreading Vaccines: Self-spreading vaccines are
genetically engineered to move through populations
like communicable diseases, but rather than causing
disease, they confer protection. The vision is that a
small number of individuals in a target population
could be vaccinated, and the vaccine strain would then
circulate in the population much like a pathogenic
virus, resulting in rapid, widespread immunity. 48
Furthermore, the Hopkins report sees this technology as posing
lethal risks about which their only concern seems to be alienating
public opinion:
Finally, there is a not insignificant risk of the vaccine
virus reverting to wild-type virulence, as has
sometimes occurred with the oral polio vaccine—
which is not intended to be fully virulent or
transmissible, but which has reverted to become both
neurovirulent and transmissible in rare instances. This
is both a medical risk and a public perception risk; the
possibility of vaccine-induced disease would be a
major concern to the public. 49
As Ginger Breggin says, “Yesterday’s conspiracy theories keep
becoming today’s headlines.”
2019: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. Fauci’s NIAID,
predominantly through Peter Daszak’s EcoHealth Alliance, awards
four more years of coronavirus research, including gain-of-function
studies. The current funding goes through 2021, and the project
through 2025. 50
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January 2019: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. Klaus
Schwab’s World Economic Forum (WEF) teams up with the Harvard
Global Health Institute to publish an extensive white paper titled
Outbreak Readiness and Business Impact—Protecting Lives and
Livelihoods across the Global Economy. 51 The Harvard Global
Health Institute is led by Ashish K. Jha, who joined Fauci on January
10, 2017, to predict that there would be a pandemic during the then
upcoming administration of Donald Trump and later attacks all early
treatment of COVID-19 and the frontline physicians.
In warning about future threats, the WEF/Harvard white paper
twice mentions “coronaviruses” and seven times refers to “SARS.”
The purpose of the report is summed up in the sentence, “The societal
threat posed by epidemics provides a compelling platform for
engagement across the public and private sectors.”
Pandemics are seen as the ultimate way of enforcing what Klaus
Schwab will soon unveil as the Great Reset and what we call
corporate-government fusion. The goal is to enable totalitarian
control that bypasses or crushes the legal protections and liberty
represented by the United States of America as a patriotic democratic
republic.
May 1, 2019: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. More
than six months before the outbreak in China, a bill was introduced
in the House of Representatives that led to a proposed $100 billion
program to force epidemic tracking on Americans. 52 The bill was
“COVID-19 Testing, Reaching, And Contacting Everyone (TRACE)
Act,” and its remarkable number was HR 6666. 53 It was criticized as
a grave move toward totalitarianism 54 and was not passed. Although
there is evidence Gates influenced the creation of the bill, there is no
evidence it would finance his activities. This bizarre bill adds to the
mounting evidence for active preparation for the coming pandemic.
September 2019. Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. A
World at Risk: Annual Report on Global Preparedness for Health
Emergencies by the Global Preparedness Monitoring Board
(GPMB)55 is a book sponsored by The World Health Organization and
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the World Bank with acknowledgments to familiar globalist
organizations like the Johns Hopkins University Center for Health
Security and Wellcome Trust. Emphasis is placed on rapid, innovative
vaccine development, and include “surge manufacturing” of “nucleic
acid types” which will be “pre-tested and approved for us within
weeks.” This once again anticipates Operation Warp Speed.
Members of the Board of GPMB include Anthony Fauci; Chris
Elias, President, Global Development Program; Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation, USA; George F. Gao, Director-General, Chinese Center
for Disease Control and Prevention, People’s Republic of China; and
many other high-ranking officials from around the world. This first
annual report comes out shortly before the pandemic breaks out in
China.
October 2019: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. The
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health—which two years
earlier published The SPARS Pandemic, 2025-2028—now holds a
much-publicized pandemic simulation. Called Event 201, it
physically brings together representatives of governments,
corporations, and investors collaborating in wargame style against a
pandemic caused by a SARS-CoV virus. Event 201 is sponsored by
two of the most influential global predators: Bill Gates and Klaus
Schwab. It is also associated with Michael Bloomberg for whom the
School of Public Health is named. Participants include the directorgeneral of the Chinese CDC and major global corporations. It deepens
the connections between pandemic preparation, Schwab’s Great
Reset, and Bill Gates’ Warp Speed-like program. The top theme is
“Governments, international organizations, and businesses should
plan now for how essential corporate capabilities will be utilized during
a large-scale pandemic.”56
November 2019: In a direct assault on President Trump’s policies
and diplomacy, Bloomberg holds his second New Economy Forum in
Beijing, China57 at which China’s dictator Xi Jinping makes a smiling
appearance. The conference is cosponsored by the Chinese
Communists, and the theme is on “recoupling” with China. “Funding
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Partners” include 3M, Exxon Mobile, FedEx, HSBC, Hyundai, and
MasterCard. Shortly after the conference, Bloomberg announces his
candidacy for President of the United States, a nation he is consciously
sacrificing for the wealth he can generate with the Chinese
Communists.
December 1, 2019: Cases of viral pneumonia begin showing up in
China, although retrospectively there would be reports of possible
cases in November or even earlier. The pandemic will become a boon
to all the globalists and the Chinese Communists, whose 400
billionaires will grow their wealth by an average of 60% in the first
year of COVID-19.
January 2020: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. With
the same title as the 2017 book by Johns Hopkins, The SPARS
Pandemic is published as a monograph in the Journal of
International Crisis and Risk.58 It has a new subtitle and focus: “A
Futurist Scenario to Facilitate Medical Countermeasure
Communication.” As in the original book, the star vaccine is
Corovax. Emphasis is given to communicating with the public to
overcome criticism of the vaccines and to gain compliance with
vaccinations. Because of the time it takes to get a journal article
published, this scientific publication that originated in 2019 or earlier
becomes another amazing prediction and planning event.
January 2020a: The Wuhan Institute is openly taken over by
China’s People’s Liberation Army under General Chen Wei, a
leading expert in biochemical weapons and bioterrorism. 59 However,
under the Chinese policy of military-civil fusion (MCF), for several
decades all the activities of the Institute were already inseparable
from the military. 60 A State Department memo describes militarycivil fusion: 61
As the name suggests, a key part of MCF is the
elimination of barriers between China’s civilian
research and commercial sectors, and its military and
defense industrial sectors. The CCP is implementing
this strategy, not just through its own research and
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development efforts, but also by acquiring and
diverting the world’s cutting-edge technologies—
including through theft—in order to achieve military
dominance.
January 2020b: Multiple scientific sources within China conclude
that SARS-CoV-2 is a chimeric or man-made virus based on, among
other things, the artificially tailored spike inserted into the virus
which enables it to attack humans and is not found in nature. China
begins censoring, punishing, and “disappearing” doctors, scientists,
and journalists who describe the pandemic or identify its source as
the Wuhan Institute. 62 One researcher rejects his original conclusions,
one physician dies, and another disappears. One courageous scientist
flees to America to tell the truth. WHO covers up for the Chinese and
repeats their lies. From now on, the entire array of globalists who
dominate Western governments, media, educational institutions,
medicine, and science will declare that the Wuhan Institute of
Virology was not the origin of the virus and that it came from nature.
Social media begin deleting or taking down comments calling SARSCoV-2 the Chinese virus or attributing it to the Wuhan Institute. It is
labeled a baseless conspiracy theory. However, the Communist
institute has been creating virulent SARS- Coronaviruses from before
2015, some in collaboration with U.S. scientists and many on its own.
Anthony Fauci’s NIAID and Francis Collins’ NIH fund the
collaborative research with the Chinese Communists, and they also
fund individual Chinese researchers working in the Wuhan Institute.
Every Chinese researcher works under the control of the Chinese
Communists and their army, and the Wuhan Institute is essentially a
military facility. Beyond that, the Wuhan Institute is notoriously
insecure, and Chinese research facilities have had numerous leaks of
SARS-CoV and other viruses in the past.
January 21, 2020: The Chinese Communists belatedly admit
human-to- human transmission of the new coronavirus, and the U.S.
CDC confirms the first case in America.
January 23, 2020: Years of Planning Take Off Faster than the
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Pandemic.
January 23, 2020a: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event.
CEPI makes a stunning announcement from its Norway office, 63
indicating how fully prepared the global predators have become after
at least three years preparation for the arrival of the anticipated
pandemic. We label this announcement a Pandemic Predictions and
Planning Event because the virus has not yet been named SARS-CoV2 and no one is as yet confirming a serious worldwide pandemic.
Furthermore, the program would not be able to get its anticipated
government funding unless there are no effective treatments.
Nonetheless, CEPI barrels ahead with the help of Moderna and
Fauci’s NIAID:
CEPI, the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness
Innovations, today announced the initiation of three
programmes to develop vaccines against the novel
coronavirus, nCoV-2019.
The programmes will leverage rapid response
platforms already supported by CEPI as well as a new
partnership. The aim is to advance nCoV-2019 vaccine
candidates into clinical testing as quickly as possible....
In addition, CEPI today announces a new partnership
with Moderna, Inc., (Nasdaq: MRNA) and the U.S.
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.
So Bill Gates and Klaus Schwab as CEPI founders were now
official partners with Anthony Fauci!
January 23, 2020b Moderna announces a collaborative effort
with the National Institutes of Health to use its genetic drug
development platform to fast-track an experimental vaccine in less
than a year. 64 (A recent approval for an Ebola vaccine took two
decades!65)
Summing up the events of the day, CEPI has new partnerships
with Moderna and NIAID. Now Moderna is also in partnership with
NIAID and NIH, and NIH owns and profits from a large piece of
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Moderna’s patents for the vaccine. 66 And Bill Gates more or less tells
them all what to do, including CEPI, Moderna, NIH, and Fauci’s
NIAID.
January 23, 2020c: An article in JAMA 67 coauthored by Anthony
Fauci pushes the false narrative of an emergence of a dangerous
coronavirus from nature despite his NIAID funding research on
creating pathogenic CoVs near the site of the co-called emergence.
He also advances the unproven “suspicion” that the original SARS
epidemic of 2002-2004 emerged from nature. The article concludes,
“The emergence of yet another outbreak of human disease caused by
a pathogen from a viral family formerly thought to be relatively
benign underscores the perpetual challenge of emerging infectious
diseases and the importance of sustained preparedness.” Actually, no
SARS-CoV viruses have ever been found in nature or proven to have
emerged from nature to cause an epidemic.
January 30, 2020: WHO reports 7,818 total confirmed SARSCoV-2 cases worldwide with a risk assessment of very high for China
and high at the global level.
January 31, 2020: President Trump, against Fauci’s resistance,
bans all traffic from China except returning U.S. citizens.
Early February 2020: Pandemic Predictions and Planning
Event. NIH describes how fully prepared the establishment was for
the coronavirus pandemic: 68
Years before the COVID-19 pandemic began, experts at the NIH
Vaccine Research Center (VRC) were studying coronaviruses to find
out how to protect against them. The scientists chose to focus on one
“prototype” coronavirus and create a vaccine for it....
The VRC worked with a company called Moderna [Bill Gates] to
use this information to quickly customize their prototype approach to
the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. By early February, a COVID-19
vaccine candidate had been designed and manufactured. This vaccine
is called mRNA-1273. By March 16, 2020, this vaccine had entered
the first phase of clinical trials. Other vaccines, including a similar
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one from Pfizer and BioNTech SE [partnered with China], entered
clinical trials not long after. (Brackets and italics added.)
The “design” and “manufacture” of a specific coronavirus
vaccine within days after the identification of the pandemic in early
February is either the luckiest guess ever made by mankind, a miracle,
or the product of huge investments made with great planning and
specific foreknowledge of when the SARS-CoV would be released.
February 4, 2020: CDC sends out its test kits for COVID-19 and
independent labs find they do not work. CDC bumbling delays
America’s response to the pandemic by several weeks as public health
officials fly blind, unable to confirm hot spots. It’s one of multiple
CDC botches to come. 69
February 19, 2020: The esteemed British journal The Lancet
publishes a letter organized by Peter Daszak from more than two
dozen professionals fawning over China and rejecting any aspersions
cast upon the Communist regime. It rejects the “conspiratorial”
accusation that SARS-CoV-2 leaked from the Wuhan Institute. This
event epitomizes how global predators in the medical and scientific
communities consciously organized to put Communist China’s
image above scientific truth and the well-being of America and all
humanity.
March 2020a: The Trusted News Initiative is launched in
December 2019 by the BBC to “protect audiences and users from
disinformation, particularly around moments of jeopardy, such as
elections.” Its goal is to censor anything positive toward President
Trump or European populism in the coming elections. However, it
soon takes on COVID-19 “disinformation.” As of March 2021, the
“partners” are “BBC, Facebook, Google/YouTube, Twitter,
Microsoft, AFP [a news agency], Reuters, European Broadcasting
Union (EBU), Financial Times, The Wall Street Journal, The Hindu,
CBC/ Radio-Canada, First Draft [leftwing disinformation group],
Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism.” Their aim: “An
industry collaboration of major news and tech organizations will
work together to rapidly identify and stop the spread of harmful
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Coronavirus disinformation.”70 In August 2020, to work against
Trump’s re-election, they will be joined by projects with the AP, The
New York Times, and Washington Post. 71 Their motto should be,
“Global predators of the world unite!”
March 2020b: The health bureaucracy worldwide takes action to
suppress the use of hydroxychloroquine or any other inexpensive,
safe, and effective medications to treat COVID-19 patients, including
early, at-home treatment. The suppression is most harsh in wealthy
Western nations (who will pay for the development and use of very
expensive vaccines).
The active suppression of lifesaving treatments by so many
trusted authorities seems preposterous and beyond the imagination.
Letting patients die for lack of treatment and murderously overdosing
patients to discredit good treatments are such extreme activities that
they beg for the full analysis provided in this book. Here is a brief
analysis:
The January 2020 Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) act,
which enables Operation Warp Speed and the related escalation
toward the Great Reset, has a catch in it. The catch is that the
stupendous taxpayer gift to the pharmaceutical industry and its
investors under the Emergency Use Authorization cannot go into
effect if there are already existing, safe, and effective treatments. To
this day, if hydroxychloroquine and any other array of treatments are
recognized by the government as safe and effective for COVID-19,
Operation Warp Speed and the Great Reset will lose their legal
justification under the Emergency Use Authorization.
The second reason for stopping all effective treatments for
COVID-19 is to make people believe they must take vaccines. If
almost everyone recovers with the available treatments, there will be
no rush to take highly experimental, very dangerous, and very
expensive vaccines.
The third reason for making COVID-19 seem untreatable is that
the globalists need to keep Americans terrified and docile. The fear of
COVID-19 is justifying a totalitarian shutdown or lockdown of
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America—the one great nation standing in the way of the global
predators. This unscrupulous motivation for weakening America is
verified by the globalist thought leader, Klaus Schwab, in his book
COVID-19 and the Great Reset in July 2020. Schwab devotes many
pages to explaining that the existence of a strong, patriotic democratic
republic like the United States, and especially under President Donald
Trump, will thwart the ambitions of the globalists to rule the world
through corporate-government fusions.
March 2020c: Family physician Vladimir Zelenko MD, the
author of one of the introductions to this book, searches the scientific
literature and contacts physicians worldwide, concluding that
hydroxychloroquine with additional medications and therapeutics is a
very safe and effective treatment for COVID-19. He successfully
treats thousands of patients in his office north of New York City. He
communicates with President Trump and becomes friends with Rudy
Giuliani; however, he meets so much opposition from officials in New
York City and fearful people in his community that he is forced to
leave his clinic and his hometown.
March 11, 2020a: On this day, WHO declares a pandemic. 72 On
the same day, testifying before Congress, seeking increased funding,
Anthony Fauci declares that the lethality of COVID-19 is “ten times”
the “seasonable flu:”73
The flu has a mortality rate of 0.1 percent. This has a
mortality rate of 10 times that. That’s the reason I want
to emphasize we have to stay ahead of the game in
preventing this.
But Fauci had come to much more benign conclusions eleven days
earlier in a scientifically documented editorial published online on
February 28, 2020, and then republished in hard print on March 26,
2020, in the New England Journal of Medicine. Citing specific
studies, Fauci declares: 74
If one assumes that the number of asymptomatic or
minimally symptomatic cases is several times as high
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as the number of reported cases, the case fatality rate
may be considerably less than 1%. This suggests that
the overall clinical consequences of COVID-19 may
ultimately be more akin to those of a severe seasonal
influenza (which has a case fatality rate of
approximately 0.1).
Which Fauci are we to believe, the one writing a science-based
editorial or the one testifying before Congress? The answer is
simple—neither one. Fauci always speaks politics to serve his masters
and never science to serve the truth.
Actually, COVID-19 is much less dangerous than the flu for
people under age 55, and for children, teenagers, and young adults it
is a negligible or absent threat. Most deaths occur in patients over 80
who are suffering from other physical disorders. However, with
adequate medical treatment—completely opposed by Fauci—deaths
in older people can be and are enormously reduced.
March 11, 2020b: “Dr. Anthony Fauci shared a [virtual] platform
with a Chinese Communist Party ‘health expert,’ and it went largely
unreported by any Western media outlets. Chinese state media, on the
other hand, could not get enough of it, because Fauci delivered a
propaganda coup for the communist regime in Beijing.” 75
March 13, 2020: President Trump, again with resistance from
globalists who want to grow international commerce and to weaken
America, bans travel from Europe except for U.S. citizens returning
home.
March 19, 2020a: California becomes the first state to order a
lockdown. This marks the beginning of the tragedy of increasing topdown government control in the United States that weakens America
and accustoms its citizens to greater docility and subservience, while
the global predators simultaneously bloat themselves with increased
wealth, grandiosity, and power.
March 19, 2020b: At a press conference on COVID-19, President
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Trump reports positive news from other countries, including China,
showing the effectiveness of hydroxychloroquine against COVID-19.
His support of hydroxychloroquine leads the progressive anti-Trump
media to further deride it as “Trump’s drug.” One commentator on
Fox News, Neil Cavuto, almost hysterically accuses President Trump
of killing people, warning that anyone who is even taking
hydroxychloroquine as a preventive like the President, “it will kill
you, I cannot stress enough, it will kill you.” 76
March 23-24, 2020. Hydroxychloroquine is urgently needed
throughout the country as a preventive measure for vulnerable people,
to save individual lives of people infected with COVID-19, to reduce
hospital admissions and deaths, and to cut short and defeat the
pandemic. President Trump’s Secretary of HHS Alex Azar directs his
deputy, Rick Bright, to make hydroxychloroquine available from the
U.S. National Stockpile. 77 Deputy Bright instead colludes with the
FDA’s Janet Woodcock to sabotage hydroxychloroquine by
restricting its use to hospitalized patients, when its proven worth is in
early treatment. Trump is repeatedly stymied by the embedded
globalist bureaucracy at the cost of thousands of American lives and
a violent lockdown that wrecks individual lives, family life, society,
and the economy.
March 25, 2020: New York Governor Cuomo signs an order
requiring unprepared and ill-equipped nursing homes to accept
COVID-19 patients, turning the facilities into death traps. A year later,
in March 2021, Cuomo will be accused by his own administrator of
suppressing the number of deaths, raising the actual tragic number
from 5,000 to 10,000 or more fatalities.
Cuomo also issues one of the most restrictive executive orders in
the country to prevent access to hydroxychloroquine for the treatment
of COVID-19 patients. 78 Cuomo’s leadership will influence
Democratic governors around the nation to repeat his mistakes,
resulting in many thousands of unnecessary deaths.
April 3, 2020: The CDC reverses its earlier policy and
recommends wearing face masks in public spaces and indoor
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gatherings. There is no scientific basis for these requirements, but
wearing masks is an effective tool to frighten and demoralize people,
isolating them and making them more submissive. Fauci also
reverses his original March 8, 2020 statement that “there’s no reason
to be walking around with a mask.” At no time does Fauci or the CDC
produce scientific documentation for their stands on face masks, and
scientific reviews show they do more harm than good outside of
healthcare facilities (Chapter 12).
April 7, 2020: Dr. Deborah Birx confirms that CDC is counting
deaths of people with coronavirus as caused by coronavirus
regardless of other comorbid, underlying, or primary causes: “So, I
think in this country we’ve taken a very liberal approach to mortality
the intent is right now that those if someone dies with COVID-19 we
are counting that as a COVID-19 death.”79
April 8, 2020: New Jersey becomes the first state to require
customers and employees to wear face masks at essential businesses
and construction sites.
April 11, 2020: The Journal of the American Medical
Association (JAMA) rushes to put online a study from Brazil
purporting to show that chloroquine (the earlier version of
hydroxychloroquine) killed many COVID-19 patients. An
examination of the prepublication paper and the published paper
shows the victims were killed by systematic, substantial overdoses of
the drug until an oversight committee stopped the murderous
experiment. JAMA never retracts the criminal study, which makes
American doctors terrified of giving hydroxychloroquine to their
patients.
April 14, 2020: President Trump announces the U.S. will
withdraw funding from WHO for covering up China’s lies early in
COVID-19 and for other pro-Chinese actions. Bill Gates criticizes
Trump and quickly makes himself the second biggest contributor to
WHO after the Chinese Communist Party.
April 14-15, 2020: The Breggins discover the 2015 scientific
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paper by Menachery showing that Fauci-funded U.S. scientists in
2015 were collaborating with top Wuhan Institute scientists to make
lethal SARS- CoVs in American and Wuhan labs. We publish a blog
and a video,80 and send them to the media and to close allies of
President Trump. Two days later, on April 1st, President Trump stops
the Fauci-funded collaborative research with the Chinese
Communists.
In the blog and video, we point out that the 2015 SARS-CoV is
“extremely closely related” to SARS-CoV-2 in its clinical effects.
We warn in the video that the 2015 SARS-CoV resisted treatment in
mice. We also warn that some of the older vaccinated mice became
severely ill and died when exposed to the SARS-CoV virus—a
warning yet to heeded by NIAID, FDA, and CDC.
We emphasize that the Wuhan Institute is run by the Chinese
military. We already believe that SARS-CoV-2 came from the
Wuhan Institute as a pathogen from the line of those being made in
2015 in the U.S./China collaboration.
April 16, 2020: The U.S. Government through BARDA (in HHS),
under Rick Bright, awards Moderna $483 million “to Accelerate
Development of mRNA Vaccine (mRNA-1273) Against Novel
Coronavirus.”81 The U.S. taxpayer is paying for Moderna’s clinical
trials, which have not yet begun.
May 15, 2020: President Trump, with Fauci over his shoulder,
announces Operation Warp Speed. The program mimics everything
Bill Gates announced in January 2017 and is wholly consistent with
what Schwab will call the Great Reset with its corporate-government
fusions. There is no indication that President Trump knows that the
whole idea of Operation Warp Speed was planned and organized years
earlier by Bill Gates with Moderna and other investors, confident of a
coming vaccine bonanza from the predicted or planned pandemic.
June 3, 2020: Schwab enlists John Kerry and Prince Charles to
announce the Great Reset.
July 2020: A team made up of Chinese researchers, with the
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addition of Baric from North Carolina, publishes a scientific paper
about engineering a SARS-CoV-2 into one that causes an unusually
high death rate in mice due to encephalitis (see Chapter 3). 82 Baric
continues making even more dangerous SARS-CoV pathogens with
the Chinese Communists.
July 14, 2020: Schwab releases his book COVID-19 and The
Great Reset. He touts it as exploring “the far-reaching and dramatic
implications of COVID-19 on tomorrow’s world, and advocates for
a ‘Great Reset’ in the economy and society.” 83 Note the direct use of
COVID-19 to promote the new world order of the Global Reset—
something the globalists have been building toward for many
decades. Schwab describes how globalism is making strides under
COVID-19 but is now deeply threatened by American populism and
similar trends in Europe. He warns that the success of globalism
depends on stifling America’s democratic, patriotic revival under
President Trump.
July 15, 2020: Moderna becomes the first drug company to begin
clinical trials and announces supposedly successful results in the
initial trials. Moderna, remember, was already being promoted by
Bill Gates in January through March 2017 as a drug company
preparing novel vaccines on rush platforms for the coming great
pandemic. The many years of investment, scientific research, and
organizational planning by Bill Gates, Klaus Schwab, Michael
Bloomberg, Moderna, Fauci, and other globalists are coming to
fruition.
July 22, 2020: In a $1.95 billion deal, the U.S. buys 100 million
doses of Pfizer’s vaccine with an option for 500 million MORE—
five months before it is approved. 84, 85
July-August 20, 2020: Attorney Tom Renz asks Dr. Peter
Breggin to write a medical-legal report in support of an injunction to
stop the oppressive, unending emergency measures in Ohio and other
states. Renz succeeds in getting his lawsuit accepted by the court,
beginning a nationwide series of legal actions, and the Breggins begin
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this book. The injunction will cause the governor to halt his
emergency edict but not his oppressive activities.
August 7, 2020: Led by Peter A. McCullough MD, a large team
of physicians and researchers publish an article in the American
Journal of Medicine that presents a pathophysiological basis for
understanding the existing, safe, and effective early treatment options
for COVID-19. 86 The study carefully outlines a treatment approach
that includes hydroxychloroquine in combination with other antiviral
medications and zinc, and with prednisone and anticlotting drugs
when necessary. The government and the medical and scientific
establishment continue to withhold from doctors and patients any
adequate form of lifesaving, early treatment.
Late August 2020: CDC admits that only 6% of COVID-19 death
certificates have only one cause of death listed and for the other 94%
there are an average of about 2.5 comorbidities per patient, many of
which could have been the primary cause of death (Chapter 8). 87 The
inflation of death rates is to frighten people into taking vaccines. The
obscure and uniquely inadequate process of counting also makes
accurate accounting impossible.
September 2020: Continued warnings about lethality of the
COVID-19 vaccines. In the midst of Operation Warp Speed, another
major review warns that the vaccines “being expedited through
preclinical and clinical development” could “exacerbate COVID-19
through antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE).”88 That is, being
vaccinated and then exposed to COVID-19 can produce unusually
severe respiratory disease related to the cytokine cascades (storms) of
severe COVID-19 (Chapter 11). Fauci, Gates, Moderna, Pfizer—
everyone knowingly putting any of the vaccines through Operation
Warp Speed—are acting recklessly and their actions will lead to
thousands of deaths in the U.S. and around the world.
September 14, 2020: An interview with Gates describes him as
not a “fan” of President Trump but closer to Fauci.89
September 14, 2020: Li-Meng Yan MD, PhD—who recently
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escaped from China—and three colleagues publish a paper linking
SARS-CoV-2 to a chain of Chinese and American research going
back to 2013 and to the Wuhan Institute from which it was released.90
October 2020: Peter A. McCullough MD, MPH, Jane Orient MD,
and Elizabeth Lee Vliet MD (the writer of the document) jointly
author A Guide to Home-Based COVID Treatment: Step-By-Step
Doctors’ Plan That Could Save Your Life. The free, regularly updated
booklet is distributed by the Association of American Physicians and
Surgeons (AAPS), but it is suppressed by the mainstream media,
social media, the medical and scientific establishment, and every other
global predatory institution in America and the world.
October 8, 2020: Li-Meng Yan MD, PhD and her colleagues
put a second paper onto the internet, “SARS-CoV-2 Is an
Unrestricted Bioweapon: A Truth Revealed through Uncovering a
Large-Scale, Organized Scientific Fraud.”91
November 12, 2020: JAMA Network issues a preliminary
analysis that fluvoxamine vs. placebo is helpful for outpatient early
treatment of COVID-19. Fluvoxamine is an SSRI antidepressant with
an especially strong profile of adverse effects that include mania,
hypomania, and violence92 and has gone out of favor in the U.S. Eric
Harris, the Columbine High School shooter, was taking fluvoxamine
at the time he perpetrated the mass murders. My medical/legal
analysis of his medical and related records—made available to me as
a medical expert—found that Harris deteriorated while taking the
antidepressant for months leading up to the day of the mass murders,
with an increase in his dose not long beforehand. On the day of the
shootings, he probably continued to take the medication. In the
autopsy after his death by suicide at the scene of the murders, Harris
had an effective concentration of fluvoxamine in his bloodstream.
The coroner ironically described it as a “therapeutic” level.
For those who find it difficult during COVID-19 to believe that
the media and pharmaceutical industry work together to deceive the
public, the press uniformly ignored the story or falsely reported that
Harris was not taking antidepressants at the time of the shootings.
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That was back in mid-1999.
November 16-19, 2020: Michael Bloomberg’s annual New
Economy Forum (NEF) is held virtually. The Chinese Communist
Party is again a cosponsor. The theme is defiance of President
Trump’s policies and the necessity of recoupling China with the
world’s billionaires and giant corporations. Top global corporate
executives are lending their support, including McDonald’s, IBM,
MasterCard, FedEx, Prudential, Goldman Sachs, Honeywell, and
numerous huge banks. The Clintons are there and so is Bill Gates.
November 19 and December 8, 2020: The U.S. Senate
Oversight Committee for Homeland Security and Government
Affairs under Senator Ron Johnson holds two hearings with
extremely well-qualified medical experts testifying under oath about
the effective, early, home-based treatment of COVID-19 to save
lives. Videos of the Senate expert testimony are censored by
YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter, and the hearings are not covered
in the mainstream media. The Democrats boycott and attack the
hearings and the participants. Every effort is made to continue
keeping the American people in the dark about inexpensive, safe, and
effective treatments for COVID-19.
November 20, 2022: WHO gives “a conditional recommendation
against the use of remdesivir. This means that there isn’t enough
evidence to support its use.” This undermining of another treatment is
almost certainly aimed at increasing the necessity of the vaccines. The
global predators are putting all their emphasis on vaccines for gaining
enormous profits and enforcing more fear and greater top-down
government, especially in America.
November 24, 2020: Following the election of Joe Biden, which
is an absolute necessity for the triumph of the global predators, the
Great Reset becomes U.S. policy. At Schwab’s 2020 World Economic
Forum, John Kerry—Biden’s special consultant, cabinet member, and
Climate Envoy— makes the final connection. He declares, “In effect,
the citizens of the United States have just done a Great Reset. We’ve
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done a Great Reset.”
December 3, 2020: John Ratcliffe, Director of National
Intelligence for the U.S., states: 93
If I could communicate one thing to the American
people from this unique vantage point, it is that the
People’s Republic of China poses the greatest threat to
America today, and the greatest threat to democracy
and freedom worldwide since World War II.
The intelligence is clear: Beijing intends to dominate
the U.S. and the rest of the planet economically,
militarily, and technologically. Many of China’s major
public initiatives and prominent companies offer only
a layer of camouflage to the activities of the Chinese
Communist Party.
I call its approach of economic espionage “rob,
replicate, and replace.” China robs U.S. companies of
their intellectual property, replicates the technology,
and then replaces the U.S. firms in the global
marketplace.
December 11, 2020: The Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine is authorized
by an Emergency Use Authorization by the FDA. The Chinese are
also beneficiaries through their corporate partnership with
Germany’s BioNTech. 94
December 18, 2020: Moderna’s vaccine is authorized for use by
an Emergency Use Authorization by the FDA. NIH claims “joint
ownership” of the vaccines, 95 making it a perfect corporategovernment fusion.
Late December 2020: Two scientific articles are posted online
and then published in journals indicating the spike protein (S protein)
alone can cause inflammation and damage to the endothelial cells in
blood vessels in the body and brain in animals and humans. 96,97 They
document the mRNA vaccines are causing the recipient’s body to
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produce spike proteins that are in themselves potentially very harmful
to the body.
December 30, 2020: Peter A. McCullough MD, MPH and 32
other physicians and researchers—including Elizabeth Lee Vliet MD
and Vladimir Zelenko MD—publish the most extensive review of the
benefits of early treatment of COVID-19. 98
January 14, 2021: The Vaccine Credential Initiative (VCI) is
unveiled as a coalition of big tech and big healthcare corporations, as
well as WHO and others. It claims a “Trustworthy, traceable,
verifiable, and universally recognized digital record of vaccination
status is urgently needed worldwide to safely enable people to return
to work, school, events, and travel.” 99 It is closely involved with the
Commons Project, 100 which is supported by the Rockefeller
Foundation and Schwab’s WEF, and aims to develop a CommonPass,
a vaccine and medical record passport, working with Apple Health
for iOS and CommonHealth for Android. Every global predator may
end up having a piece of this project and, along with it, a piece of us.
January 19, 2021: “BioNTech-Pfizer and Moderna COVID-19
vaccines sales are expected to generate $14.7bn in revenue by
2023.”101
February 2021: Israel experiences an escalating death rate in
association with Pfizer vaccine—a controversy that continues to this
day. The government remains surprisingly adamant about
vaccinating the population. 102
February 8, 2021: South Africa suspends use of AstraZeneca’s
COVID-19 shot after data showing it only gives protection against
mild to moderate infection caused by the country’s dominant
coronavirus variant. 103
March 2021: Dr. Li-Meng Yan and her colleagues publish a third
paper further emphasizing that SARS-CoV-2 was released as a
bioweapon in China’s unrestricted warfare against the West. They
describe the collusion to cover this up and answer globalist critics. 104
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By now we are in agreement with Dr. Yan. The lengthy, costly,
intensive, and worldwide preparation and planning indicates an
intention by the global predators, including the Communist regime, to
create a coronavirus pandemic if one did not spontaneously arise. The
time of the pandemic corresponds with a desperate need for the
globalists and for the Communist dictatorship to assault and even
depose President Trump, whose policies were undermining their
power, control, and wealth.
Furthermore, the global predators, led by China, systematically
took advantage of the epidemic and spread it worldwide, especially
into America, in their strategy of unrestricted warfare. The pandemic
has been greatly to their advantage, vastly enriching their billionaires
and hence the Communist Party, helping them reduce their
economically burdensome, aged population, enabling them to tighten
control over their own population, weakening America, and giving
them a biological weapon for current and future use against their
enemies. They are especially using the pandemic to strengthen their
economy in relation to the rest of the world. Through their principle
of “unrestricted warfare,” the Chinese Communists spread SARSCoV-2 throughout the unsuspecting world by continuing flights with
hundreds of thousands of potentially infected Chinese flown from
Wuhan, Beijing, and other Chinese cities into the United States and
the rest of the world. This assault continued until President Trump, on
his own and against Fauci’s expressed wishes, stopped the traffic from
China.
March 8, 2021: We decide to put our book COVID-19 and the
Global Predators on advance sale with a unique bonus: Everyone who
buys the book immediately receives the working manuscript by email.
We also periodically email updated versions to the purchasers. Within
weeks, many thousands of people have bought the book
prepublication and are reading the bill of particulars against Anthony
Fauci and other new information in the manuscript. Simultaneously,
manuscript copies are sent to the media and critics of COVID-19
policies. Perhaps by coincidence, criticism of Fauci heats up in May
and June, surrounding issues we have most fully documented.
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March 9, 2021: Fauci meets “side-by-side” with Chinese medical
leader Dr. Zhong Nanshan on a virtual panel sponsored by the
University of Edinburgh. 105 Nanshan has been awarded the Medal of
the Republic—the highest honor bestowed by the Chinese Communist
Party. Fauci declares the U.S. has been “hurt” more than any other
country by COVID-19, citing falsified CDC data to prove his point.
He accuses the past administration of “divisiveness.” Both men are
critical of President Trump. They praise President Biden and call for
global solidarity. 106 Zhong ends his presentation by “urging other
countries not to open their economies just yet, and to perhaps wait
until the entire world is vaccinated, which will take a few years.”
Meantime, China’s economy has been largely open for a year with a
low vaccination rate.
March 19, 2021: “The PREP Act and COVID-19: Limiting
Liability for Medical Countermeasures Updated March 19, 2021. To
encourage the expeditious development and deployment of medical
countermeasures during a public health emergency, the Public
Readiness and Emergency Preparedness Act (PREP Act) authorizes
the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) to limit legal
liability for losses relating to the administration of medical
countermeasures such as diagnostics, treatments, and vaccines.” 107
The pharmaceutical companies were already immune to vaccine
lawsuits. This gives nearly complete immunity to healthcare
providers. Individual and patient rights—in this instance, the right to
sue healthcare providers for injuries—continue to be trampled upon.
March 26, 2021: Former CDC Director Robert Redfield states in
an interview that he believes coronavirus escaped from a Wuhan
lab,108 a fact we demonstrated a full year earlier.
April 2021a: As the grip of COVID-19 propaganda on
Americans begins to loosen, the Biden Administration and the
Chinese Communists are collaborating in turning their attention to
ramping up the Global Warming campaign to continue the weakening
of America and to increase the spread of totalitarian control
worldwide. John Kerry goes on a world tour to convince countries to
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restrict their economies to ward off global warming. 109
April 2021b: Bill Gates is heavily criticized after he
spontaneously states that he is against giving India, which is
struggling with a resurgence of COVID-19, the legal rights or the
know-how to manufacture the Oxford AstraZeneca vaccine. Gates
gives reasons, but profit from intellectual property seems key. 110, 111
Behind this conflict between Bill Gates and India, there are three
less noticed but ominous facts. First, one man, Bill Gates is deeply
invested in and has control over at least three out of four of the
world’s COVID-19 vaccines—Moderna, Pfizer, and now Oxford
AstraZeneca, and he is also invested in BioNTech, the German
vaccine manufacturer who is partnered with Pfizer and China.
Second, this one man believes his financial investments and corporate
influence give him the unrestricted right to make life-and-death
decisions for millions and millions of people in the world’s secondlargest nation. Third, as we have documented, Bill Gates is very
aligned with China and WHO. India is an adversary of China. That
Gates casually expresses his life-and-death decisions on a TV
interview adds a bizarre and unreal aura to the whole horrifying affair.
April 15, 2021: WHO announces it will begin storing and sharing
pathogens internationally, declaring “this will pave the way towards a
system that will promote the rapid and timely sharing of biological
materials with epidemic or pandemic potential, facilitate rapid access
to pathogens, and promote equitable access to countermeasures.” 112
The Scientist raises the alarm about this. 113 This is globalism at its
most irrational and terrifying. Next, will the UN begin sharing
worldwide the design of nuclear weapons, which many experts
consider less dangerous than biological warfare with pathogens? And
how secure will be the WHO pathogen repositories?
April 24, 2021: The Biden Administration adds to India’s
COVID-19 crisis by refusing to lift its ban on sending India raw
materials for the Oxford AstraZeneca vaccine. We do not accept
Biden’s claim of putting America’s needs first. 114 China is in constant
conflict with India on every level, including militarily, and weakening
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India suits China’s empire building.
April 25, 2021a: The headline in the Financial Times lauds the
ominous declaration of China’s Communist dictator at an
international trade conference: “Xi warns against economic
decoupling and calls for new world order.” 115 Xi Jinping, Klaus
Schwab, Bill Gates, Mike Bloomberg, the tech Companies, the big
banks, and all the other global predators know that the only
obstruction to their ambitions for world domination is the populist,
freedom- loving, patriotic, democratic republic of the United States of
America and, yes, former President Donald Trump.
April 25, 2021b: On NBC’s Meet the Press,116 NIH Director
Francis Collins states that Moderna’s and Pfizer’s vaccines cannot
receive actual permanent FDA approval because more follow-up is
needed “to look at any possible late safety signals. There have not
been any for Pfizer and Moderna.” The deaths reported to VAERS in
close association to taking the vaccines have reached 3,486 after only
four months. 117 These are extraordinarily high numbers that would
take any other medicine or vaccine permanently off the market. The
CDC’s claim that none of these cases are actually related to the
vaccines is absurd and unconscionable and can only be explained by
tremendous forces impinging on the agency.
April 30, 2021a: “CDC is transitioning to reporting only patients
with COVID-19 vaccine breakthrough infection who were
hospitalized or died.” 118 Once again, information is being culled
before we can see it to protect the vaccines.
April 30, 2021b: Patrick Coffin, a courageous fighter for liberty,
has his YouTube channel taken down shortly before his virtual
“Truth Over Fear Summit” is scheduled. He manages nonetheless to
have nearly 50,000 signups, but his summit is then shut down by its
Australian platform after barely getting started. One week later, with
volunteer help from a conservative platform, he resumes his
conference. Speakers at the three-day celebration of freedom and
truth in science include this writer and the three outstanding
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physicians who wrote introductions to our book. Patrick stands for
all the Americans being cancelled for such things as their opposition
to election fraud or criticism of COVID-19 policies, and, more
importantly, he stands for resilience as a Re-Founder of America.
May 2021: Six German researchers from Goethe-University of
Frankfurt and Ulm University post online a report based on the
concept of “Vaccine- Induced COVID-19 Mimicry.”119 That is, the
vaccination by itself can produce similar syndromes to SARS-CoV2. They focus on vaccine-induced thromboses (clots in blood
vessels). One of the frequently clotted veins is in the brain and
another in the body. They remark, “This type of adverse event has
not been observed in the clinical studies of AstraZeneca, and
therefore led immediately to a halt in vaccinations in several
European countries. These events were mostly associated with
thrombocytopenia,” or low blood platelets. These findings confirm
that the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein created in the body as a result of
vaccination is in itself toxic and can mimic the effects of COVID-19.
May 2, 2021: Michael Bloomberg’s newsletter editorial sets the
record straight on how much the global predators love the violent
Chinese dictatorship and how much they hate the spirit of freedom in
America. In one of the most stomach-churning displays of American
self-loathing, Bloomberg’s editor explains: 120
Only a year ago, the world stood dumbfounded as the
richest nation on earth, under the leadership of a
COVID-denying president, botched its response to the
pandemic, sacrificing hundreds of thousands of lives to
a deadly combination of incompetence, hubris, and
political partisanship.
Meanwhile, it was equally obvious that xi’s swift
decision to contain the virus with draconian
lockdowns, blanket surveillance, and Mao-style social
controls delivered stunning results. China flattened the
curve and—while Republicans swore off face masks
and social distancing as Americans perished…
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Contemplate this: A former NYC mayor, now a leading globalist,
can unashamedly declare, “Mao good! Trump bad,” preferring the
Communist nightmare to the American Dream. Everything we
Americans hold dear is threatened to extinction by the global
predators.
May 7, 2021: Dr. Peter McCullough is interviewed at length by
Tucker Carlson on Fox Nation, followed by an excerpt that evening
on his show on the Fox News Channel. Carlson is openly dismayed to
learn about the innumerable deaths caused by the unprecedented and
inexcusable suppression of safe and effective treatments for COVID19. Tucker is seen asking Dr. McCullough “Why?” and “Who’s
behind it?” multiple times. We send our book manuscript to Tucker in
the hope he will use it to answer the essential questions, which would
be an enormous media breakthrough in broadcasting the truth.
May 10, 2021: Research that should be required reading for all
concerned is published in the International Journal of Vaccine
Theory, Practice, and Research,121 describing the unparalleled
circumstances surrounding the Moderna vaccine that make it such a
radical, dangerous experiment on humanity: 122
Unprecedented
Many aspects of COVID-19 and subsequent
vaccine development are unprecedented for a
vaccine deployed for use in the general
population. Some of these include the following.
1. First to use PEG (polyethylene glycol) in an
injection (see text)
2. First to use mRNA vaccine technology against
an infectious agent
3. First time Moderna has brought any product to
market
4. First to have public health officials telling
those receiving the vaccination to expect an
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adverse reaction
5. First to be implemented publicly with nothing
more than preliminary efficacy data
6. First vaccine to make no clear claims about
reducing infections, transmissibility, or deaths
7. First coronavirus vaccine ever attempted in
humans
8.

First injection of genetically modified
polynucleotides in the general population

May 11, 2021: Fauci lies to Senator Rand Paul under oath at a
Senate hearing by declaring that neither his NIAID nor NIH has
funded gain-of- function research with the Wuhan Institute of
Virology in China (Chapter 2). Afterward, he continues lying to the
press. 123
May 12, 2021: The CDC has now received a total of 4,434 reports
of deaths associated with vaccination in the U.S. 124 By any standard,
this is catastrophic. Because underreporting is inherent in these
systems, the actual number of deaths could easily be ten times or
greater. In the past, a vaccine would have been withdrawn after 100
reports of deaths. Many physicians and countries are now calling for
an end to the vaccine slaughter.
A striking pattern emerges. The CDC and other authorities have
all along been vastly exaggerating the numbers of deaths caused by
COVID-19 and now are ignoring the multitude of deaths being caused
by the vaccines. It’s all about the billions being made by predatory
globalists from vaccines. Simultaneously, they weaken America’s
resistance to globalism by enforcing submissiveness among citizens
and politicians alike.
May 19, 2021: “The COVID-19 pandemic has brought into sharp
focus two issues: the human right to access a life-saving drug and a
physician’s right to exercise his Hippocratic Oath. Accordingly, the
Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC) today called
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for the ‘Immediate and Global Use of Ivermectin to End the COVID19 Pandemic.’”125
May 21, 2021: An article published in Clinical Infectious Diseases
demonstrates that patients recently vaccinated with mRNA have
SARS- CoV-2 spike protein remnants circulating in their blood
stream. This confirms that spike protein distribution is not contained
within the injection site, as claimed by advocates, and makes all cells
in the body vulnerable to attack.
June 9, 2021: Dr. Tess Lawrie, Director, Evidence-based Medicine
Consultancy Ltd., sends an “urgent” report to the British drug
monitoring agency (MHRA) based on a preliminary analysis of
adverse vaccine reports to the agency from January through May 26,
2021. 126 She warns:
We are sharing this preliminary report due to the
urgent need to communicate information that should
lead to cessation of the vaccination rollout while a full
investigation is conducted… (Italics added.)
The three vaccines used in Great Britain are made by AstraZeneca,
Pfizer, and Moderna (spanning DNA and RNA). The adverse
reactions are not limited to any particular vaccine brand or type. The
report counts 1,253 deaths and 256,224 individual adverse event
reports in what is called the Yellow Card system.
Drawing on Seneff and Nigh, 127 Lawrie categorizes the types of
adverse reactions reported:
•

Pathogenic priming, multisystem inflammatory
disease, and autoimmunity

•

Allergic reactions and anaphylaxis

•

Antibody dependent enhancement

•

Activation of latent viral infections

•

Neurodegeneration and prion diseases
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•

Emergence of novel variants of SARS-CoV-2

•

Integration of the spike protein gene into the
human DNA

Lawrie observes that spike proteins which the vaccines cause to
be made in the body are “toxic to humans.” She summarizes the
reports to the British government as including “thromboembolism,
multisystem
inflammatory
disease,
immune
suppression,
autoimmunity, and anaphylaxis, as well as Antibody Dependent
Enhancement (ADE).” These bad outcomes have already been
documented in animals under laboratory conditions, and that in itself
should have prevented the vaccines from being tested in humans as
too dangerous.
June 10, 2021: CDC announces upcoming emergency meeting. 128
“As of May 31, the CDC has received 275 preliminary reports of
myocarditis and pericarditis in fully vaccinated 16-to-24-year-olds—
a number that’s higher than what scientists expected to see, the CDC
said Thursday.”129
June 11, 2021a: BMJ’s Journal of Medical Ethics publishes
“Voluntary COVID-19 vaccination of children: a social
responsibility.” The authors endorse vaccinating children to generally
benefit society. It also reveals that “Israel, which is a world pioneer in
the vaccination of its adult population, signed a contract with Pfizer
for sharing data on vaccinated citizens.” 130,131
June 11, 2021b: “VAERS data released today showed 329,021
reports of adverse events following COVID vaccines, including 5,888
deaths and 28,441 serious injuries between Dec. 14, 2020, and June 4,
2021.”132 Giving vaccines to young and younger children is probably
the single greatest example of child abuse in human history. A medical
blizzard of potential harm like this has never before been unleashed
on humanity. The entry to this Chronology and Overview, dated July
20, 2021, will summarize the latest reported vaccine- related death
totals and comment on the implication of so much mayhem created by
a single vaccine in such a short time.
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June 22, 2021: Pandemic Predictions and Planning Event. A new
report in Science led by Ralph Baric’s team from the University of
North Carolina defines the tragic future for the endless vaccine assault
on humanity. It is titled, “Chimeric spike mRNA vaccines protect
against Sarbecovirus challenge in mice.” Continuing to falsely claim
that SARS-CoV-2 emerged from nature, they are now claiming to
have developed new mRNA vaccines: “multiplexed- chimeric spikes”
that “can prevent SARS-like zoonotic coronavirus infections with
pandemic potential.” They are perpetuating the myth that SARS-CoV
viruses are lurking in nature ready to emerge. This justifies their
continuing with humanity-endangering gain-of-function experiments,
creating multiple new pandemic CoVs in their labs. This vaccine
scheme continues to engorge the wealth of the global predators, while
imposing totalitarian control, and will not go away on its own. The
research also exposes Anthony Fauci’s lies about NIAID and NIH not
funding gain-of-function research with Ralph Baric. This creation of
“chimeric” pandemic viruses is supported by several grants from
NIAID and NIH, as well as by the pharmaceutically based Burroughs
Wellcome Fund and by Facebook’s Zuckerberg fund. 133
July 20, 2021: Reports of vaccine-related deaths in COVID-19
have now exceeded 10,000. A detailed CDC report published in 2015
found that “multiple studies and scientific reviews have found no
association between vaccination and deaths except in rare cases.” 134
The study noted that a polio vaccine was withdrawn after five deaths
among recipients and five among contact persons. It was called “one
of the worst pharmaceutical disasters in U.S. history.” The CDC
further explained that swine flu vaccine was withdrawn after a
Guillain-Barré syndrome (paralysis, often followed by death) resulted
in 53 deaths.
In comparison to stopping the use of vaccines after 10 to 53
reported deaths, as of July 9, 2021, there have been 10,991 COVID19 vaccine-related reported deaths to the CDC. 135 Nothing in the
history of American medicine has ever come remotely near the size of
the COVID-19 vaccine catastrophe with many thousands of deaths
from COVID-19 in a vaccination program that seems never-ending.
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Then consider that these reports of vaccine-related deaths to the
CDC are but a fraction of the actual number of deaths that have
occurred. According to studies we evaluated in the book, only 1% to
10% of serious adverse events are reported to the CDC’s reporting
system. The actual number of vaccine- related deaths is certainly
many, many multiples higher than the already horrifying number of
10,991 deaths reported by early July 2021.
Peter A. McCullough MD, MPH provided us with the following
updated information. COVID-19 vaccines are generating record
safety reports. In 1990, the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting Systems
(“VAERS”) was established as a national early warning system to
detect possible safety problems in U.S. licensed vaccines. 136 The total
safety reports in VAERS for all vaccines per year up to 2019 was
16,320. The total safety reports in VAERS for COVID vaccines alone
through July 7, 2021, was 438,440. 137 We note that compared to
previous rate of reporting for adverse vaccine effects to the CDC, the
current reporting for COVID-19 is an avalanche.
Dr. McCullough also observed that people are dying and being
hospitalized in record numbers in the days after COVID-19
vaccination. Based on VAERS as of June 25, 2021, there were 9,048
COVID-19 vaccine deaths reported and over 26,818 hospitalizations
reported for the COVID-19 vaccines (Pfizer, Moderna, J&J). By
historical comparison, from 1999 until December 31, 2019, VAERS
received 3,167 (158 per year) adult death reports for all vaccines
combined. Thus, the COVID-19 mass vaccination is associated with
at least a 57-fold annualized increase in vaccine deaths reported to
VAERS. COVID-19 vaccine adverse events account for 99% of all
vaccine-related adverse events from December 2020 through the
present in VAERS.
We agree with Dr. McCullough that COVID-19 deaths should
have been taken seriously and investigated, and then analyzed for the
public, when they reached much less than 150. Then the vaccines
should have been withdrawn when the reported deaths exceeded 200.
They have now exceeded 10,000. Unlike all other large clinical
investigations, the U.S. COVID-19 mass vaccination program has no
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critical event committee, data safety and monitoring board, and no
human ethics committee. In a nutshell, there is nothing in the program
to protect Americans from safety problems that arise with the
vaccines.138
We believe that this slaughter of innocents is a mass murder that
must be stopped.
August 4, 2021: This is the final entry into the Chronology and
Overview and also into the book before it is published. It summarizes
earlier events that, unfortunately and tragically, confirm that President
Trump was aware of considerable medical, scientific, and legal
support for any action he would take in saving lives in America and
around the world by allowing and promoting preventive care and early
home-based treatment of COVID-19 with appropriate medications,
including hydroxychloroquine.
According to a private communication to us on August 2, 2021,
from Elizabeth Lee Vliet MD, who was involved in these
developments, President Trump’s adviser, Peter Navarro, and the
President himself were aware of the importance and availability of
safe, effective treatments and failed to follow through. She also
reports that Senator Ron Johnson also communicated directly with the
President about the need for allowing American physicians and their
patients access to these medications. Her observations are welldocumented.
Dr. Vliet was working with Senator Johnson as far back as early
March and early April 2020 on organizing a letter from American
physicians to President Trump urging him to “give patients the right
to try this drug [hydroxychloroquine] early in the course of their
COVID-19 diagnosis.”139 On June 2, 2020, The Association of
American Physicians and Surgeons (AAPS) announced a lawsuit
against the FDA to release the national stockpile of
hydroxychloroquine for use by American citizens in the early and
effective treatment of COVID-19. 140 On June 22, 2020, the AAPS
reported, “Today, the Association of American Physicians and
Surgeons filed its motion for a preliminary injunction to compel
release to the public of hydroxychloroquine by the Food and Drug
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Administration (FDA) and the Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS), in AAPS v. HHS, No. 1:20-cv-00493-RJJ-SJB (W.D.
Mich.). Nearly 100 million doses of hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) were
donated to these agencies, and yet they have not released virtually any
of it to the public.”141 The AAPS further declared, “AAPS agrees with
President Trump’s adviser, Peter Navarro, PhD, who decries the
obstruction by officials within the FDA to making this medication
available to the public. President Trump himself has successfully
taken this medication as a preventative measure, 142 so why can’t
ordinary Americans?”
As we begin discussing in the Preface to this book, the global
predators reversed President Trump’s very successful America First
program by unleashing COVID-19 on the world. President Trump
ultimately supported their goals by shutting down the American
economy and society, withdrawing his initial support of early
treatment, and strongly endorsing the Gates’ vaccine plan called
Operation Warp Speed. The President’s actions contributed to untold
numbers of deaths. His support of the mass vaccinations and the
lockdowns continues to demoralize a large portion of our citizenry
and have profoundly compromised America’s individual and political
freedom.
We Americans, as well as others around the world, cannot rely
upon heroic leaders to save us. It is time for freedom-loving, patriotic
citizens everywhere to recognize and to stand up as a unified
resistance against the loss of our freedoms and in support of reviving
the spirit of liberty in America and everywhere on Earth.
September 9, 2021: President Joe Biden mandates through
OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration) that
companies with 100 employees must require employees to be
vaccinated or to be tested weekly. Companies failing to comply
would be fined $14,000 for every infraction, according to the OSHA
rules, set to take effect January 4, 2022.
November 2021: Violent protests break out in Europe over
vaccine mandates, including Austria, Croatia, Italy, Northern Ireland,
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the French territory of Guadeloupe and the Netherlands.
November 6, 2021: The United States Court of Appeals for
the Fifth Circuit in Louisiana issues an emergency stay blocking the
Biden/OSHA mandate of September 9.
November 12, 2021: An appeals court upholds its decision
to pause President Bidens sweeping vaccine mandate for private
companies, calling the rule “staggeringly overbroad.”
November 18, 2021: Seemingly acting against the Biden
administration, OSHA responds to court decisions by suspending its
enforcement of the President’s mandate for forcing corporations to
require vaccinations or regular COVID testing on all employees.

Is it coming—the end of America as the beacon of liberty for
humanity?
Our future is up to us all.
Become a Re-Founder of America!
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